
 Performing Arts 
What’s On in 2024

 
Term Program Performances

 
Major Productions

Students enrolled in our term programs will have 2 major performance 
opportunities to showcase their talents and skills throughout the year.   

Once Upon a Stage:  
A Disney Adventure
  
Prepare to be enchanted by “Once Upon a Stage: A Disney Adventure” a captivat-
ing showcase tailored for budding performers aged 5-16. Journey through iconic 
Disney scenes and songs, as our talented young artists bring beloved characters 
to life with infectious energy and skill. Under the guidance of passionate instructors, 
this showcase promises an evening of entertainment that will leave you singing, 
laughing, and inspired by the enduring magic of Disney. Don’t miss this magical 
experience that celebrates the power of imagination and the joy of performance!

Roald Dahl’s Whimsical World:  
Pure Imagination Extravaganza
  
Prepare to step into the enchanting world of “Roald Dahl’s Whimsical World: Pure 
Imagination Extravaganza,” a tailor-made performance for young talents aged 
5-16. Immerse yourself in the enchanting tales and beloved characters crafted 
by Roald Dahl, brought to vivid life by our exceptionally gifted performers. From 
the exploits of the enigmatic Willy Wonka to the daring escapades of James and 
his Giant Peach, each scene and song pays homage to Dahl’s enduring legacy 
as a master storyteller. Join us for an enchanting experience that champions the 
extraordinary synergy of imagination and performance!

Journey “under the sea” with Ariel and her aquatic friends in Disney’s 
The Little Mermaid JR., adapted from Disney’s Broadway production 
and the motion picture. Based on one of Hans Christian Andersen’s 
most beloved stories, Disney’s The Little Mermaid Jr is an enchanting 
look at the sacrifices we all make for love and acceptance.

The Little Mermaid Jr
 
4th - 7th July, 2024 
Civic Playhouse

Announcement Coming Soon!
 
12th - 15th December, 2024 
Civic Playhouse

A second exciting production for 2024 will be announced in 
January 2024.  
Clue: Journey to a land of rhymes and riddles, where 
colourful characters come to life!

22nd & 23rd March, 2024 
Hunter Theatre

27th & 28th September, 2024 
Hunter Theatre

Students who opt-into our annual productions are required to audition for 
roles and commit to an additonal rehearsal schedule. This year we are 
presenting two major productions.    

Book a Trial Today!
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